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Homework 7 (6 points) 
 
Refer to the example (p.2 of this document) first. 
 
Create a DC record for the following journal article available at: 
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/september06/choi/09choi.html 
 
Please consult the definitions of Dublin Core record on 
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/ 
 
Pleas use only Simple DC. If you use qualifiers, please state whether you create 
those qualifiers yourself or you used qualifiers created by other people 
 
<DC record> 

DC.Title=“What is Needed to Educate Future Digital Librarians” 
DC.Title=“A Study of Current Practice and Staffing Patterns in Academic and 
Research Libraries” 
DC.Subject=“education” 
DC.Subject=“digital librarians” 
DC.Subject=“staffing” 
DC.Description=“Due to the changing nature of librarianship resulting from the 
increasing amount of information available in digital format, educating digital 
librarians has become an important agenda within library and information 
science schools. To design and offer appropriate courses and teaching 
approaches for training competent digital librarians, educators can benefit 
from feedback provided by current practitioners in order to accurately 
determine what skills and knowledge are really required for digital librarians to 
be effective in the digital work place. To that end, we surveyed current digital 
library professionals in academic libraries in the United States to identify their 
activities and skills and to detect any gaps in their training. We analyzed input 
from the survey responses to learn more about the nature of digital library 
work practices and to identify common and necessary attributes (knowledge 
and skills) required of "digital librarians." The findings from our study have 
implications for the design of digital library education that meets real 
workplace needs.”  
DC.Type =“Text” 
DC.Creator=“Choi, Youngok” 
DC.Creator=“Rasmussen, Edie” 
DC.Publisher=“D-Lib Magazine” 
DC.Date=“2006-09” 
DC.Format = “text/html” 
DC.Identifier =“http://www.dlib.org/dlib/september06/choi/09choi.html” 
DC.Identifier =“doi:10.1045/september2006-choi” 
DC.language=“en” 

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/september06/choi/09choi.html
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/


 
HW7 – Example 
 
A DC record for Zeng’s article 
(http://polaris.gseis.ucla.edu/gleazer/260_readings/Zeng.pdf) can be created as 
follows: 
 
<DC record> 

DC.Title=“Metadata Elements for Object Description and Representation” 
DC.Title=“A Case Report from a Digitized Historical Fashion Collection 
Project” 
DC.Subject=“metadata” 
DC.Subject=“3-D object description” 
DC.Description=“The goal of this project is to develop a catalog for a digitized 
collection of historical fashion objects held at the Kent State University 
Museum and to analyze and evaluate how well existing metadata formats can 
be applied to a fashion collection. The project considered the known and 
anticipated uses of the collection and the identification of the metadata 
elements that would be needed to support these uses. From a set of 90 
museum accession records, 42 fashion objects were selected for cataloging. 
Three metadata treatments were created for these 42 items using (1) the 
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) in use with the United States 
MAchine-Readable Cataloging (USMARC) formats, (2) the Dublin Core set of 
elements designed for minimal level cataloging, and (3) the Visual Resources 
Association (VRA) Core Categories for Visual Resources created for 
developing local databases and cataloging records for visual resources 
collections. Comparison and analysis of the formats resulted in the 
suggestion of a modified VRA metadata format to catalog the entire digitized 
historical fashion collection”  
DC.Type =“Text” 
DC.Creator=“Zeng, Marcia Lei” 
DC.Publisher=“University of California, Los Angels” 
DC.Publisher=“Department of Information Studies” 
DC.Format = “text/pdf” 
DC.Identifier =“ http://polaris.gseis.ucla.edu/gleazer/260_readings/Zeng.pdf” 
DC.language=“en” 

 
 
Note: 

• There is no one right answer. Represent the given article using 15 Dublin 
Core metadata elements. As you can see from the above example, you 
may repeat or omit one element. 

 
 


